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The steadystateelectricpotentialsderivedfromempiricalionospheric
convection
modelswere
mappedto themagnetospheric
equatorial
planeandaddedto theEarth'srotationalfieldto examine the local time dependence
of the plasmapause
radius. The last closedequipotentialline was
assumedto be the plasmapause.The sensitivityof plasmapause
shapeand sizederivedin this

waywasstudiedby varyingthe z andy components
of theinterplanetary
magnetic
field(IMF)
andthe geomagnetic
activityindexKp. Resultsshowthat theHeppnerandMaynardmodelproducesplasmasphere
morphologythat is broadlyconsistent
with prior ground-based
and satellite
measurements
of plasmapause
position. Our modelresultsshowthat the largestchangein the

characteristic
shape
oftheplasmapause
isdueto thedirection
ofIMF Bz; forIMF Bz southward,
the plasmapause
is circular,whilea broadovalplasmapause
(with a bulgeat 2100UT) is found
forIMF Bz northward.
Theabilityofourmodelto reproduce
theLpp-LTshape
of theplasmapauseasfoundby previous
observations
showsthat empiricalionospheric
convection
modelscan
be extendedto providea usefulmethodto determineplasmapause
locationfor a varietyof steady
geomagneticconditions.
is another issue that has been raised about the validity of

INTRODUCTION

The location and shape of the plasmapause have been

theflowequipotentials
representing
the plasmapause
[Southwoodand Wolf 197S].

modeledby Nishida [1966],Brice [1967],and Mendillo and
Observationsof the L-LT shape and size of the plasmaPapagiannis[1971]by adoptinga valuefor the dawn-dusk pauseunder variousgeomagneticconditionshavebeeninves-

convection electric field induced across the magnetosphere
by the solar wind and adding this to the Earth's rotational
electric field. For these "convection-plasmapause" models,
the last closed potential "streamline" defines the plasmapause. The results of these models give basically symmetric, teardrop-shapedplasmapauseswith a bulge around dusk

(cf. Figure1). Chen and Wolf[1972]refinedthisapproach

tigatedby severalworkers[e.g.,Carpenter,1966;Taylor et
al., 1969;Chappellet al., 1971;Maynard and Grebowsky,
1977;Horwitz et al., 1990]usinga varietyof ground-based
and satellite techniques. They all found a plasmapausethat
decreasesin radiusfor increasedgeomagneticactivity, and all
showthe existenceof a bulgelocatedwithin -4-3hoursaround

dusk.The averageresultsof Carpenter[1966],Chappellet

by including a time-varying convectionelectric field to proal. [1971],andMaynard and Grebowsky
[1977],aswellasa
duce dynamic, asymmetric shapes with complex bulge refit to the Horwitz et al. [1990]DE data, areshownin Figure
gions. The validity of the assumptionthat the plasmapause
2. Note that Carpenter's classic pattern and the Maynard
is coincidentwith the flow equipotential has been challenged
and Grebowsky shape fix the averagelocation of the bulge
by workerssuchas Carpenter [1970]on the basisof the
in the postduskregion and are characterizedby a generally
time scales required for the plasmapause to reach a parcircular shape at all other local times. Chappell et al. found
ticular equilibriumconfiguration.Park [1970]determined
a bulge symmetric about dusk, and Horwitz et al. found an

that an "empty" magnetosphericflux tube at about L =

afternoon bulge; both of their resultscan be characterized

5 takes on the order of days to refill, casting doubt on the
as large oval-shapedplasmapauses.The clear differencein
coincidenceof the flow equipotential and the sharp density
previouslypublishedplasmapauseshapesmay be attributed
ledge classically defined as the plasmapause. However, for
to differencesin measurementtechniqueand L shellrangeof
extended periodsof steady geomagneticactivity, the plasma-

pausewill approachsuchan equipotential[Carpenter,1970].

observationsas well as varyinginterplanetarymagneticfield

conditions.
Another factor raised in questioning the validity of assum- (IMF) and geomagnetic
The dynamicsof the bulge have also been studied during
ing the plasmapauseis a flow equipotential was the highly

nonuniform
distribution
ofconvection
electric
fields.
In the periods
of varying
geomagnetic
activity.Carpenter
[1970]

earlier
models,
aconstant
dawn-dusk
convection
electric
fieldfound
anafternoon
bulge
forprolonged
periods
ofhighKp
which was assumedto penetrate throughout the magnetosphere was used. This becomesa poor approximation to the
magnetosphericconvectionelectric field, particularly during
substorms, when the electric field becomeshighly nonuniform. Also, the assumption of the ability of the convection electricfield to penetrate throughoutthe magnetosphere
Copyright 1992 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

and a postdusk bulge during quiet times. This was attributed to the ability of the magnetosphericconvectionflow
to penetrate into the daysidefor high geomagneticactivity,
while cotoration flow dominated for quiet times.
In this study, we examine the results of mapping the
convection electric potential at ionosphericheights, as derived from empirical ionosphericconvectionmodels, to the
equatorial plane in the magnetospherewhere it is added to
the Earth's rotational potential. The ionosphericconvec-

Paper number 91JA01649.

tion modelof Heppner and Maynard [1987]wasusedas

0148-0227/92/91J A-01649 $05.00

an initial test case. Other empirical convection models can
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DESCRIPTION

Followingthe early suggestions
of Nishida [19(;6]and
Brice [1967],we definethe plasmapause
as the last closed
8 Re

equipotential line in the equatorial plane. The input ionospheric convection model provides the electric potential in

kilovoltsat every hour of magneticlocal time (MLT) and
every degreeof invariant latitude from 51ø to 88ø. The reO0

12

suiting 24 by 38 element array is interpolated and expanded

to a largersquarearray(512by 512elements)in orderto provide sufficientresolution for magnetosphericmapping. This
"smoothed"potential field is then entered into a target ar-

ray through conversionof invariant latitude to œ shell by
meansof a dipole field mapping. For each œshellradiusin
the geocentric
solarmagnetospheric
(GSM) equatorialplane,
the Earth's rotational potential is given by
I

_T

ß

-;vB•(Rs) 2

=

88.75

kV
Fig. 1. Resultsderivedfroma constantdawn-duskelectric
field [cf. Grebowskl!,
1970]to representthe solarwind in- where•0 is the angularrotation of the Earth, œis the radial
ducedmagnetospheric
convectionelectricfield. Note the distance measuredin earth radii RE, and B, is the surface
symmetric "teardrop"shapedplasmapauses
that vary in dipolefieldat the equator[seeHones and Bergeson,1965].
size dependingon geomagneticactivity.

-

This rotational potential in kilovolts is simply added to the

convectionpotential at every œshelland MLT in the target

be used,suchas thoseof Heelis et al. [1982]and Holt ½t array. The array is then examined for the largest closed
aL [1987],but are not as easilyparameterizod
in termsof equipo[ential by an iterative contouring routine.

A sample target array that showsthe combined effect of
geomagneticindicesor IMF direction. The input parameters for the Heppnerand Maynard modelare IMF Bz and the earthward magnetosphericconvectionand the azimuthal
Bu directionandthe geomagnetic
indexKp. The resultant corotationflow is shownin Figure 3a for Kp= 3, B• south-

themagnetospheri
c
"equipotential
plasmapause"
thenbecomes
a functionof the wardandBu positive.Thisfigureshows

convectionmodelingparameters,therebyallowinga study flow lines in the equatorial plane. No magnetopauseis in-

cluded in this figure, but the flow pattern is reminiscent of
a feature that has not been examined in previous studies. that drawnby Nishida [1966],whowasthe first to examine

of the morphologyof the plasmapausewith respectto IMF,

Moreover,sinceall plasmapausemeasurements
to date have the effect of convectionon the shapeand size of the plasmabeen organizedby Kp, use of the Heppner and Maynard pause. The last closedequipotential line is highlightedand
model allowedcomparisonof modelresultsderivedfrom con- correspondsto the plasmapauselocation.
Figure3b showsthe input ionospheric
convection
potenvectionpatterns directly with plasmapauseobservations.
tim given by the Heppner and Maynard model for the case
depictedin Figure 3a. This potentialis shownin its original
O6 MLT
MLT versusinvariant latitude "polar" grid, Asidefrom the
total voltagedrop acrossthe polarcap,this specific(Kp=3)

Re

pattern is very similar to that for Kp=0 and Kp=6. The
boundariesat "A"and "B" mark the mean polar location
of the Kp=O and Kp=6 plasmapausesmapped back to the
polar cap, respectively. Notice that this "interaction re-

gion"(i.e., the regionwhereconvection
and cotorationhave
roughlyequalinfluence)spansthe shallowslopesof the pooo

12

tential pattern and excludesthe high-latitude maximum and
minimum. Although most of the detailed structure in the
Heppner and Maynard model is poleward of this interaction
region, we assumeits validity extends to the lower-latitude

(A = 51ø) limit of the model.The locationof theinteraction
region at relatively low latitudes will allow the use of other
empirical ionosphericconvectionmodels, such as the Mill18

Fig. 2.

MLT

stoneHill incoherentscatterradar convectionmodel [Holt

et al., 1987],whichhavelimitedlatitudinalcoverage
but

Comparisonof averageplasmapause
loci from include this region.

The approach of using the empirical ionosphericelectric
published
results.Carpenter[1966]
(CP)derivedthe shape
s to determinethe plasmapause
morphology
elimifromwhistlerdata, Chappollet al. [1971](CHS) usedOGO- potential
5 H+ densitygradients,and Maynardand Grebowskl!
[1977] natesthe needto determinethe effectof ring Currentshield-

(MG) usedExplorer
45 dc probesaturations
to determineing on magnetosphericconvectionsincethis effectis implictheirpl•maPause.The plasmapause
labeledHCC is a third itly includedin observationallybasedionosphericconvection
harmonic
fit to the DE 1 RIMS low-energy
ion transition models. However,brief periodsof enhancedconvectionmay

datagathered
forKp = 0 to 6 byHorwitz'et
ai. [1990].

have a significant effect on plasmapausemorphology,and
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Fig. 3. (a) Themagnetospheric
convection
patterndetermined
fromtheresults
of ourionospheric
convection
potentialmappingtechnique
usingthe HeppnerandMaynard[1987]modelresults.The
lastclosed
equipotential
is highlighted.
(b) The HeppnerandMaynardconvection
patternplottedin
the northernpolarcapfor IMF Bz southward,
By positiveand Kp = 3. The plasmapause
is found
equatorward
of thepotential
maximum
andminimum
andis locatedbetween
theboundaries
A andB.
Boundaries
A and B indicatethe meanplasmapause
locationfor Kp=0 and Kp=6, respectively.
this effect will not be produced with time-averaged convec- evident in Figure 3a on the nightside. This effect gives a
stagnation point betweendusk and midnight dependingon
the strength of the magnetosphericconvectionelectric field

tion models.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PlasmapauseMorphologyand Locationof the Bulge
Figures 4a and 4b summarizethe IMF Bz southward
plasmapauseshapes determined from our convection poten-

(i.e., the polarcap potentialdrop). Detailedcomparisons
of
our modeledbulgelocationswith prior resultsare limited by
the relatively small number of reported bulge observations.

PlasmapauseMorphologyfor IMF Bz northward

tia.!mappingtechnique
for differentKp valuesandIMF By

Unlike ionosphericconvectionmodelswith IMF Bz southward, the Bz northward modelsare widely disparateas individual researchersstruggleto fit finely structured convection
the Carpenter[1970]and Maynard and Grebowsky
[1977] features into a global pattern. The Heppner and Maynard
shapesthan the Chappelle! al. [1971]and Horwitz e! al. model adopts the paradigm of a distorted two-cell pattern for
orientations. A close inspection of Figure 2 indicates that
the modeled plasmapause shapes are more consistent with

[1990]shapes.That is, they are nearlycircularwith a very IMF Bz slightlynorthwardandaccepts
IMF By asa shapesmall premidnight bulge rather than oval with a broad sym- controllinginput parameter. No provisionis made for modumetricbulge. The bulgein our modelis very small,less lation by geomagneticKp index. Furthermore, the Heppner
than« /•E fromthemean
radius.HoweVer,
uponcloseand Maynard model for IMF B• strongly northward sugexamination of Figure 3a, we see that the postduskregion gestsa splitting of the two-cellpattern into a weak three-cell
is where the corotating plasma is counterstreamingagainst pattern. The plasmapauseshape and extent are shown in
the earthward convectingmagnetosphericplasma. Thus the Figure4c for IMF B• slightlynorthwardandboth IMF By
stagnation point, or bulge region, lies in this local time sec- orientations. Little difference in plasmapausesize and shape
tor. The stagnation point is the place where the flow due is indicatedfor thesecasesor for the IMF Bz stronglynorththat whilethe
to corotation is balanced by magnetosphericconvection. In ward casesshownin Figure4d. This suggests
previousmodels[e.g., Nishida 1966; Mendillo and Papa- higher-latitude potential field is very sensitiveto the strength
giannis, 1971],the applieddawn-duskelectricfieldimplieda of IMF Bz, lower-latitude convectionremainsconstantin the
sunwardconvectionflow from the magnetotaJ](i.e., flow di- plasmapause"interaction region." This is consistentwith
rectedfrom 2400 to 1200LT). This will alwaysgivethe stag- the view that the higher-latitude(variable) potential is a
nation point in the flow at dusk. The Heppner and May- consequence.
of Bz modulated merging/reconnection
while

nard [1987]model givesan asymmetricflow pattern that the lower-latitude(steady)convectionpotentialis a resultof
appears to be greatly influenced by the Harang discontinu- viscousmomentumtransport[cf. Reiff el al., 1981]. The
ity, or the locusof points in the nightsideaurQralzone across biggestdifference(over 1 RE) is due to changingthe IMF
which the meridional component of the ionospheric electric By direction
for IMF B• stronglynorthward.
field reversesfrom a basically poleward field to a basically
The morphologies
of the IMF B• northwardplasmapauses
equatorwardfield [Erickson el al., 1991]. This reversalis are very similar to the oval shaped broad bulged plasma-
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Fig. 4. (a) The plasmapause
shapesfor IMF B, southwardwith differentKp valuesfor IMF By positive
derivedfromour potentialmappingtechnique.(b) Sameas Figure4a exceptfor IMF By negative.(c)
The effectof IMF By on the morphology
andsizeof the plasmapause
for IMF Bz weaklynorthward.(d)
The effect of IMF By on the morphologyand size of the plasmapausefor IMF Bz strongly northward.
Fig. 5.
The position of the plasmapausearound midnight for different Kp values. The results of

Ta•tloret al. [1969]are represented
by crosses.Carpenterand Park's[1973]data are shownastriangles.
Horwitzet al. [1990]sortedtheir data in broadKp bins(0-3 and 3-6) whichare shownas the horizontal
lines. The error bar representsone standard deviation around the third order harmonic fit to their data.

pausesobserved
by Chappellet al. [1972]and Horwitz et singleKp dependentmodelcanpredictthe averageplasmaal. [1990]and are very differentfrom the circularplasma- pause radius. A simple exponential can fit the shapes to
pausesgiven by the Heppner and Maynard convectionpat- within5% andis givenfor B• positive
andB• negative:
terns for IMF Bz southward. Therefore it seemsthe IMF

Bz directionhas a marked effect on the size and shapeof
the plasmapause and could be the reason for the differences
in plasmapausemorphologypresentedin the earlier studies

for quiet (low Kp) conditions.
Analytic Fit to Model Results
The overall similarity of the IMF Bz southwardplasma-

pauseshapesshownin Figures4a and 4b suggests
that a

for B• positive, Lpp= (6.14)exp(-0.156(Kp))

for By negative, Li•i•: (6.44)exp(-0.162(Kp))
The IMF Bz northward oval-shapedplasmapausescan be
fit to within 5% with the followingfourth harmoniccosine
series:
4

L•,•,
- Lo+ • Lr,cos[
ha'
(LT+ •I'n)]
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TABLE 1. Analytic fit coefficientsfor the IMF Bz north plasmapauseshapes.

IMF

Lo

L•

4)•

Lz

4)•

Ls

••

L,•

•4

B z weakly north

By>O
By<O

4.73 0.557 4.75 0.394 7.29 0.136 11.7 0.027 8.83
4.76 0.738 4.43 0.518 7.21 0.125 11.9 0.088 0.12

Bz strongly north

By•O

5.10 0.848 4.40 0.561 7.03 0.183 10.9 0.015 9.63

By<0

4.88 0.544 4.60 0.356 6.82 0.088 9.18 0.060 0.44

where L0 is the averageradius, L, is the harmonicampli- the plasmapause.Also shownin Figure 5 is the empirically
tude, LT is the local time, (I), is the harmonicphaseshift in determined size of the plasmapausein the midnight-dawn

unitsof hours,andLppis thedistance
to theplasmapause
in sectordeterminedby Carpenter and Park [1973]. They
Earth radii. Table 1 summarizes all the required coefficients. characterized their results by the following relationship:

Lpp= 5.7- 0.47(Kp)

Effect of GeomagneticActivity on the Plasmapause

The size of the plasmasphereshrinks as magnetospheric The triangles in Figure 5 correspondto the results of the

convectionbecomesstronger. Figures4a and 4b demon- aboveequation. Also shownare the resultsof Horwitz et al.
strate this effect for the Bz south Heppner and Maynard [1990],who usedthe DE 1 retardingion massspectrometer
model. Plotted is the last closedequipotential line for differ- (RIMS) instrumentto determinethe positionof the plasma-

ent Kp levels.ForbothIMF By positiveandBy negative, pauseby examiningthe transition from a cold and isotropic
the largestchanges
in plasmapause
position(Lpp) occurin ion populationto a hot and field-alignedpopulation. The DE
the dusk sector and range from L = 3 to L = 7 for Kp -- RIMS data were binned into two rangesof Kp correspond6 to Kp -- 0, respectively. Note the virtual lack of a bulge ing to Kp = 0-3 and 4-6. The vertical error bar corresponds
region for all valuesof Kp for these "equipotential plasma- to one standard deviation about a third harmonic fit to the
pauses."Carpenter [1970]alsoobservedthe disappearancedata. The results of our study lie close to but below the
of the bulge, but the lack of a bulge was correlated with Taylor et al. data and within the fitted error of the Horwitz
et al. data. The Carpenter and Park empirical model reperiods of prolongedquiet.
A summary plot of the midnight plasmapausedistance suits comparewell to our model resultsat all Kp, exceptour
versus
Kp for thetwodifferentIMF By directions
isshown
in model predictslarger plasmapausesfor Kp = 0. These dif-

Figure5. The resultsof Taylor et al. [1969],whomeasured ferencesmay be a selectioneffect due to lack of observations
H+ densities
at highaltitudes
toidentifythelightiontrough, during periodsof prolongedgeomagneticquiescence.Taylor
are plotted as a comparative indication of the position of
i

i

i

i

et al. used the maximum value of Kp in the previous24
hours to organize their satellite observations.Therefore the
valuesof Kp used in their study are greater than or equal
to the actual 3-hour Kp at the time of their measurements.
Eliminating this bias would move their data points over to
the left of Figure 5 and closerto the resultsfrom this current
study.

Plasmapause position versus Kp
Current Study Bz South

B•<0

The implicationsof the MLT location of the bulge with
respect to the penetration of the magnetosphericconvection

_

electricfieldhavebeendiscussed
by severalauthors(see,for
example,Maynard and Grebowsky
[1977]and Carpenter
[19701).Maynard and Grebowsky
[19771assumethat the
farther into the daysidethat magnetospheric
convectionpen-

+

•

Taylor et al. [1969]

etrates(the signaturebeingthe appearance
of the bulge),
the lesseffectthe ring currenthas on shieldingthe mag-

Horwi•
etal.[1990]
•
I

0

•arpenter and Park [1973]
•

,

•

I

•

•

2

•

I

4

,

L

,

6

Kp

Fig. 5. The positionof the plasmapause
aroundmidnight
for differentKp values.The resultsof Tayloret al. [1969]
are representedby crosses.Carpenterand Park's [1973]
data are shownas triangles. Horwitz et al. [1990]sorted
theirdatain broadKp bins(0-3 and3-6) whichareshownas

netosphericconvectionelectric field. Using Explorer 45 dc
probe data, they found the bulge to lie statistically in the
eveningsector. They therefore assumedthat the ring current effectivelyshieldsthe magnetosphericelectric field from
the dayside.The resultsof our study showthat the magnetosphericconvectionelectric field is only able to penetrate
into the eveningsectorfor IMF Bz north conditions.
The circular IMF Bz south plasmapauses
showlittle, if
any, evidenceof bulgemovementwith increasingKp. Car-

the horizontal lines. The error bar representsone standard penter [1970]showedthat the dusk-side
bulgecanbe located
deviation around the third order harmonic fit to their data.
between 1300 and 2100 LT and rotates significantlyaway
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of plasmapausebehavior with respect to IMF can then be Taylor, H. A., Jr., H. C. Brinton, and M. W. Pharo III, Evidence
made and the results compared to the features described in
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